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Photoelectron energy distribution eurves for Xenon-Argon alloys for>

aonc'entrat'ions r-a.ngi.ng fr-om 0 - 100 % have been mea&u'ped by exoi-tat^on

wilh synchpotr'on radiation a.t h\> - 12. 8 eVs 16.5 eV and 18.0 eV. Wi-i-h

'in(JY>easing Xß conaemtrat-ion the gradual forrnation of Xe vatenoe b^nds

st.art-incj frow the atomic Xe 5p., . and Xß 5p?/.- states i-o observed.
~ ± / tj A / '£

Sirnilarly <ji.lh Ar- the 3p states are bpoadened w-ith inci'fi-aü'ing Ar-

QonoentTation„ Rc.Lher h/icjh ooncentrati-cms of Xe or Ai> are ne&ewayy

•in oj'äer to reach the ful'ly developed Xe or Ar bandi- respectively.

The results a.w d-ixciunsed "in tems of a cioncient'pat'ioYi dependent
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I. Introduction

Cxperimental results for valence states in large band gap insulators e .g .

the alkali halides and rare gas solids, have been interpreted in differei i t

models which may he crudely classified äs (i) local pictures and (ii) band

structure models (see e .g . the discussicms in Ref. l and Z ) . There is no

doubt that the main intrinsic luminescence bands in alkal i halides have to

he aLLributed to localized states (such äs seif trappet! exu i tnns ) or in the

case of rare gas solids to diatomic excimers. The excitonic. states leading

LO the most prominent absorption structures have been treated by ligand f i e ld

methods in a lka l i halides whereas they have been at ir ibuted to Wannier series

in rare gas solids. For the latter case, however, part of the. excitonic struc-

ture is also observed in l i q u i d rare gases and rare gas-metal mixturcs ( l , 2 , 3 J ,

Surface excitons recently observed in rare gas solids (4) are discussed in

terms of disturbed atomic s ta tes , taking into account the reduced syinmetry aL

the crystal surface, Further, transport properLies l ilce the electron raean free

path have been correlated both to the band structure and to atomic ionization

cross sectioLis [5J. Final ly, photoelectron energy d is t r ibut ion curves (PED ' s )

have been compared successful ly with band s tructure calculations [6J implying

translational invariance. In particular it has been shown from the angular de-

pendence of photoemission from alkali halides, that Lhe k-vector is a good

quantum number [7; . From the exaraples given above it appears that no c:le;ir uni-

fied picture has emerged so fa r , and that s t i l l more experiraents are needed to

c la r i fy ehe Situation.

Tn the present paper we have studied the. Xe and Ar valence states by me;ms of

photoelectron energy distribution roeasurements for pure Xe and pure Ar and

für mixtures of büth with concentratiüns ranging from. 0 - 100 7, Xe in Ar. 1t

was recently observed that for small concentrations of Xe guest atoms in an

Ar or Ne matrix the Xe states reseinble closely the atomic Xe states hroadened

only by the interaction with the surrounding host mat r ix [6,8) . On the other

hand for the pure rare gas solids the experimentally determined valence states

have been inLerpreted by band structure calculations f ö ) . In view of the

above mentioned inconsistencies in the description of valence states it seemed

worthwile to study experimentally the for tnat ion of valcence bands äs a func-

tion of the concentrat iun o£ guest atoms in a matrix, For the Interpretation

of our experiments it is essential that in inert gases the guest-host inter-

action is s ran l i compared wi th the guest-guest interaction. Ihis appears to

be reasonable bet-ause the guest- and host-staLes are. well separated in energy.

Broadening of the valenc.c states in pure rare gas solids by relaxation of the

hole state has been propusei very recently äs an explanat-ion for the observed

bandwidth [ 9 ; . Predictions for the apparent spin orbit Spli t t ing in rare gas

mixtures have also been made in Ref . [9J . The va l id i ty of these ideas i-.an be

tested by coziparison w i l h Lhe resu l t s presented here.

II, EKpejrimental Proceduces

The experiments have bccn pcrformed with Synchrotron radiation from the

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (üESYymonochromatized with a normal incidence

moiiochromaLor at 2 A resolution. The. experimental arrangement, describcd in

detail elsewhere (8,10J a l Iowa for L-.ombincd optical ref lect ion and phutoelec-

Lron energy distr ibution measurements at preasures les.s than 5x10"^ Torr .

Electrons leaving the sample normal to the surface within a cone of 5° have

been analyeed with a resolution of 0.2 cV. The samples have been deposited

onto a Helium f low cryostat at Lemperatures of 8±3 K usiug gases from L'Air

Liquide and Matheson with a purity better than 99.9997 % for Ar and 99.99 %

for Xe. The mixtures have been prepared in. the gaseous phast with partial

pressures according to the desired conc.entration. The concentration of the

deposited samples has been checked by comparison w i t h Lhe integral s of the Xe
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and Ar contributions i_n tlie PED's (Fig. I). For example, for a mixture of

nominal 50 I Xe in Ar a scattering of between 40 % Xe and 60 % Xe has been

observed (see errors bars in Fig. 3 ) .

The re f lec t iv i ty of the saraples has been measured between 1500 A and 8000 A.

A coiicentration dependence of the reflec.tivity in the excitonic region very

simi lar to that of R e f . 11 was found. We have tried to ident i fy exciton series

for Xe and Ar at all concentrations in order to obtain band gap va lues for

buth constituents. However, at higher concentrations no unique asaignmunt was

possible.

iII. Result s and Discussion

Photoelectron energy distr ibut ion curves f ü r Xe.-Ar mixtures are shown in Fig. l

for Lhree d i f f e r en t photon energies. The position of the maxima in the measured

Ffc lD ' s dcpends on the ctmcentration because both the binding energies of the Xe

and Ar valence states wi th respect to Lhe vacuura level and the band gap are

sensitive to the guest-atoia concentration, For a clear representation, the

energy scale for all PED's in Fig. l has been fixed at the. maximum due to the

X« 5 p . , 2 lfivel fraarked by a line in the f igure). The positions re la t ive to t_he

Xe
var.uum level fcir the Xe 5p . , , level E ( 1 / 2 ) and for the top of the Xe-bands

E and Ar-bands E versus the concentration are presented in the upper part

nf Fig. 2. No bar.kgronnd has hecn subtracted f rom the experimental P E D ' s in

Fig. l which have been nortnalized to the same maximum counting rate. In order

to avoid charging of the samples th in f i l m s with thicknesses of less than 100 A

have been used. It should be noted Lha t under these i-.onditions hot electrotis

from the gold Substrate can contributed to the PF.D's ( ö ) . Electron-electron

scattering is negligible at the low photon energies choseu for the Experiments

and clectron-phonnn scattering has only a minor influence (5 ) . The e.stimated

background due to the combined influenne of electrons fr;»m the gold Substrate

and secondary electrons is indicated by the. dashed lines in Fig. l.
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The P E D ' s represent t.he joint density of i n i t i a l and f ina l a taLea but acco rd ing

to our experience for rare gas solids ^ 6 , 8 1 the main s t r u c t u r e s in the PED show

the dei is iLy of initial stales to a rea^ünab le approx imat iun . The changes in the

P E D ' s from the Xe-states for hu = 13.8 and I S . n eV surve äs an example f ü r ehe

moduJ ation caused by dif f erenL f i nal st.ates .

The energies involved for the systerj Xe in Ar have been discussed in detail in

Ref s . [8 ,12] , The photon energy hu = 13.8 eV is smaller Lhan the binding energy

Ar
uf the Ar bands E,, (with respect to Lhe vacuum level}. Thus, only the concen-

V

tration dcpendence of the Xe sLaLes appears in the first colmnn «i Fig. 1. For

5 % Xü in Ar the twc maxiiaa currespond to the Xe ^P-i/T and Xe 5p ,, HLates.

This PF,D is very similar to the PED of l % Xe in Ar reported in Ref. {&} . Tn

bnLh cases a spin orbit Splitting of 1.25 eV is observed. The xperiraental half-

width of 0̂.6 eV for the Xi? 5p states is a convolutiun cif the experimental re-

solution of «:0.2 eV wiLh the. width of the Xe staLes in Ar. The latter has to

be attributed to the inieraction of the Xe atoms with the Ar matrix and with

the neighbouring Xe atoms. The Xe-Ar interat:Li;»n is expected to give only a

minor contribution. As a rough estimate we consider the width of exciton bands

of ^0.1 eV in absorption spectra for Xe in Ar at low concentrations äs dis-

cussed by Baldini ( l 3 i . We conjecture Lhat the dominant contribution to the

width is due tu hroadening by Xe atom pairs. Fair foumation occurs already

at 5 7. Xe with a probability of £1/2. This influence can be seen alsn in ab-

sorptiun spectra where the n=l excitons have a half width of 0.3 eV ( 1 1 , 1 -

The shape and width of the Xe 5p.,_ structure is rather insensitive to the Xe

concentration. For Xe concentration of about 50 1 only a small increase in

the width is observed and for pure Xe the width is even smaller (see also

Fig. 2fE e( '). The Xe 5p,,, band shows a marked broadening of -;1 eV with
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increasing Xe concentration. From 5 % Xc to 25 % Xe only a small change in

width is observed this being caused hy an asymmetric increase at tlie higli

energy side of the band. From 20 % Xe Lo 70 % a second peak appears at the

high energy side, which increases even f u r L h e r L« a maximum at pure Xe.

Sincc in the fcc latt ice each at<™ has twelve nearest neighbours, each Xe atom

has on the average one other Xe atcm at a concentratlon of about lü %.

Accordingly, the broadening due to Xe pair interaction is altnost saturated

at 10 7, resulting in an observed haliwidth of the Xe 5p-,, band of 0.5 to

0.7 eV. This value has to be compared wich a width of 1.5 eV at high concen-

t ra t_ ions . The fact that the width at high Xe concentrations i:; s t i l l in-

creasin;-;, leads to the conclusion that not only the interaction of one Xe pa i r

but that the interaction of three Xe atoms and more determin.es the features

of these bands. For a detailed description, iarge Xe clustcr- or size depen-

dent band structure calculations are needed,

A complete alloying of Xe and Ar is essential for the conclusion drawn above.

Buch an al loying is supported by opt ica l experiments ( | A ) äs well äs by the

observation of the continuously changing shape öl the PF.n's with changing

concentration in the present study.

The. behaviour of the Xe band shapes at hu = 16.5 and 18 eV is somewhat d i f f e r e n t

f rom the above bec&use of final state e f f ec t s . Never the less , Lhese sp^ctra

reveal also a gradual growth of the Xe bands wi th increasing concent ra t_ ion .

Electrons from the Ar 3p valence bands are also excited abovc the vacuum l«vcl

at the higher photon energieH h-j = 1 6 . 5 and 18.Ü eV. The concentrat ion dependenc.e

is similar to that of the Xe states if one takes into account the snialler

valence bandwidths and the sm.iller spin orbit Spl i t t ing of 0.184 eV [ k ] . The

Ar
half width of the Ar band decreasüs from E = 1 .25 eV fcr pure Ar to 1 .15 eV

;it 50 2 Ar and to 0.7 eV at 10 % Ar in Xe {Fig. l and 2). Thus again the major

change in band width appears at rather high concentration.s of Ar that is be-

tween 20 % and 50 Z. The half wid th of ^0.7 eV for 10 Z Ar inelüdes both spin-

orbit partiiers and the spin-orbit Spli t t ing. The observed width is consistent

with a h a l f w i d t h of ^0.6 eV of two bands äs in the casc of Xe separated by a

spin orbit Spl i t t ing of ^0.2 eV which cannot be reKnlved .

We have made an at tempt to describe the concentration dependence of the. observed

width of the v.-ilcnce bands in terms of a concentration dependent t i^htbinding

band structure. Our r'esiilts are displayed in Fig . 3. It has been demonstrated

for l inear chains äs an example that w i th increasing length of the chains there

is qualitative agreeroent for the bandwidth between the resultn of CNDO and

Hartcee Fock calculations for molecular orbitals on the one hand and tightbinding

band s t ructure calculat ions on the other hand (se.c e.g. Ref. 15) . For s implici ty

we have used the band .structure approach in the tightbinding scheme ( l ö ) . The

Parameters ppa, ppir and thü spin orbit Splitting i have been determined frum the

PtlD of pure Xenon by Kassier (]?] to be ppo = +0.33; ppir = -0.038 and Ü = 1.37 eV.

The change uf ppy and pp^ with concentration due to the reduted overlap integral

of the wave function has been represented by an exponential decrease wi th in-

creaaing mean Separation of the Xt? atoms using the nearest neighbour distance in

solid Xe d mul t ip l ied by ü äs a reference length (see Fig. 3). The mcan Sepa-

ration has been correlated with the concentratinn. In Fig. 3 a comparison of the

raeasured valence bandwidLh wi th calculated bandwidths f s shoun using a. BK a free

parameter. The experimental bandwidth has been determined f rom the crossing points

of the P E D ' s w i t h the dashed lines (Fig. 1) by a linear extrapolation of the

PED's at half raaximum fse.e also Fig. 4 ) . For the calculated bandwidth the energy



diffecence between F and X has been used bei'.ause this is ehe largest width of

the band s in the tightbinding approach givcn the above parameters. For both

the Xe and Ar valence states S. value of a = 2 agrees s t a t_ i sf actorily with

the experimentally determined concentration dependence (Fig. 3).

In Fig. 4 the valence bands along the direction from the center o£ the Bril louin

zone T to Ehe X point at the boundary are compared with the measured PED's

for Xe (upper par t ) and Ar (lower pari:) at three concentrations using a = 2

for the calculation, The cotnmon feature in Fig. 4a for the thrcc photon ener-

gies is the appearance of two maxima which correlate qu i t - e well wich the maxima

of the density of states of the lower valence band and of the center of the

density of states of the split upper valence bands. The maximum of the dens i ty

of states is expected to lie at the f l a t region near the X point. The relative,

shift of the maxima with reduced Xe concentraLion is well reproduced by the

Position of the upper and lower bands at X. Changes in the PED's with photon

energy are attributed to s tructures in the final states. In F ig . 4a such changes

are only significant for pure Xe. The Spli t t ing of the upper valence band con-

tribution at hv =• 13.8 eV is absent at 50 % Xe/Ar and it disappears entirely

at 98% Xe/Ar (Fig. I) where the total width is pract ica l ly unaf fec ted . This

observation can be taken äs a hint that the conduction band states are dis-

turbed by a relatively small concentration of guest atoms.

The simiLar tendencies found for the Ar valence states (Fig. 4b) support these

interpretations but the smaller spin-orbit Splitting yields a less clear cut

case for the Separation of the d i f f e r e n t contribution. Wc feel that for Xe and

Ar the agreement is encouraging.

A d i f f e r en t approach for an understanding of the PED's frcra rare gas £ ü J i d s and

rare gas allny.'; has been developed recently by Wol f f •J 8 ) . Starring from the

assumpt ion that relaxation e f f e c t s of the surrounding raedium l»wer the lociaL

0 -syrrnntitry of the Ac and Xe ions the S p l i t t i n g of the 3p,, and 5p t luve l s

due to the removed degener.-icy has b«eii ca lcula ted . W i t h ruasonable ioTi-ir.edium

interaction parameters three p-states are obtained for pure Ar and Xc with

Splittings dose in the experimental observation. It reraains t o be see.n in

de ta i l how Lhe alloyicg changes the inLeract ion parameter and hence the Splitting

of the states an well äs the appearance of Lhe P E D ' s .

Final ly we uant to discuss the receiit paper by Parinello et al. (9) in view of

the experimental resul ts presenLed hcrc. These au t hör s have t-, o n s idered the iß-

pur tantc of hole-electron bound states. The considerable d i f f e r e n c e between the

cal inüated bandwidth for Xe and the bandwidth observed in tiic P E D ' s (ö) has

heen artributed by Parinello et a l . (9) to d i f f e ren t reJaxat ion energies of the

relaxed holes for the Xe 5p . and Xe 5p , valence states. On the basis of a

two-band Koster-Slater model the following qualitative predictions for doped

rare gas samples have been made [9j:

1. For heavy rare gas aLoms (Xe) in light rare gas raatrices (Ar) no bound

state is expected but at higher concentrat inns öf the heavy atöms (Xe)

the 3/2 state should shift to higher energies äs observed in our experiraeul-.

2, On the other hand a strong bound state is expected for the case of light

i m p u r i u i e s (Ar) in a matrix of heavy atoms (Xe). Therefore at small Ar

concentrations in Xe a large apparent spin orbit Spl i t t ing is predicted.

However, taking a width for the Ar states comparable with that of the Xe

s ta tes in Ar , a Spl i t t ing rauch larger than the real spin-orbit Spli t t ing

of 0.2 eV does not fit the experimental results.



There are good arguments for intcrpreting the experiraentally determined Sepa-

ration between the top o£ the Xe 5p-, , , band and the maximum of the Xe 5p , j

structure by ccmsidering not only spin-orbit Splitting but also by including

the w i d L h of the louer Xe 5p. .,, band. Note , thaL DIR Xe 5p. ,? band has its

maximum density of states near the boundary of the Bri l louin zone. As has

beeil suggested by Rössler [17J the w i d t h of this band may he l arger than

previously assuraed because in earlier calculations the constant part of the

m u f f l n tin potential had b«cn chosen r a the r high in order to fit the experi-

mental band gap i J 9 j . U'i th a raore real is t ic potent ial the valence band w i d t h

may increase (l?) in agrcement with the results of other calculations for

the lighcr rare gas solide.
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Flgure Captions

Fig. l Photoelectron energy d is t r ibut ion curvcs for Xe/Ar alloys for three

tliif erenL photnn entirgies wi th the Xe concentrat iun given äs a para-

meter. All spectra are normalized to the same maximum counting ra te .

The estimated background is indicat-ed by the dashed lines. The energy

stale for all PED' s has been fixed at the Xe 5p ( i / 2 ) maKimum. The.

arrows indicate the unset of photoemission at E, . = 0. The dash
km

dotted curve for pure Ar (hu = 18.37 eV) was taken frora R e f . 6a.

Fig. 2 Upper par t : Binding energies in eV relative to c.he vacuuia level for

Xc
the top o£ the Xe valcnce bands E , the cctiter of the Xe 5p (1 /2 )

level T. and the top of the Ar valence bands E,, äs a function.
V V

of the Xe conc.entration. Circles rcpresent data obtained w i t h

hxi = !3.8 eV, crossüs with h\> = 16.5 eV and triangels with hv = 18.0 eV

respectively.

Lower part: Half widths ÄE in eV lor the Xe 5p (3 /2) , Xe 5p ( 1 / 2 )

and the total Ar 3p valence bands respectively äs a funct ion o£ con-

centration. The Symbols have the same meaning äs in the uppcr part.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the measured total valcnce band widths in eV for Xe

(W^e) and Ar ( W ) äs a function of concentration including estimated

errors (crosses) with calculated band widths. The free parameLer a is

used iu Lhe followinj; expression: ppit(c)= ppufo^t? * ° and an ana-

logous expression for ppo, wi th ^c)and fojdenoting the band structure

Parameters at a given concentration and for the pure material . d is

the Xe nearest neighbour distance in pure Xe.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the experimentally detenuined PED's for Xe at hv = 13.8,

16.5 and 18.0 eV (upper part) and the Ar valence bands at hu - 16.5

and 18.0 eV (lower part) for three d i f ferent concentrations with the

calculated valence bands between the r and X point using a = 2 for

the calculation.
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